
Natural Heritage, Open Space, and Watershed Land Acquisition
Review Board

Regular Meeting (via Zoom/teleconference)
October 14, 2021

Minutes

Board members present: Tim Abbott, Karen Burnaska, Eric
Hammerling (Co-Chair), Linda Francois, Walker Holmes, Dan Morley,
Amy Paterson (Co-Chair), Elanah Sherman, John Triana, and Joe
Welsh (all by Zoom except Elanah, who attended by phone)
DEEP representatives: Allyson Clarke, Nicole Lugli, Mason Trumble
Guests: Catherine Rawson, Executive Director, Northwest
Connecticut Land Conservancy; Cora Barber, Intern, Aquarion

Welcome and Introductions
Eric called the meeting to order at 10:33 am.

Approval of September 9, 2021 Meeting Minutes
On a motion by Amy, seconded by Tim and Karen, the Minutes were
approved with a correction by Amy that Elanah had not misstated the
date of the September meeting in the August Minutes.

DEEP Staff Updates

New scoring sheet: Mason thanked Review Board members for their
previous comments on the  scoring sheet and reported that, now that
several suggested changes have been incorporated, the sheet is
ready for distribution. Eric commented that a new scoring sheet may
unjustly penalize applicants who have already submitted their
application, plus may require applicants who are nearing completion
of their applications to make changes at the last minute. Tim echoed
that the untimeliness of the new sheets will likely skew results.

The general consensus of the Review Board is that the scoring sheet
should be withheld until the next round, with outreach and education
occurring between now and then. Nicole remarked that the extent to
which the existing application forms reflect content on the new
scoring sheets should preclude any problems. As a compromise,
Mason suggested that the sheet not be released but still be applied in



evaluating the applications. In response, Eric suggested that DEEP
use only last year’s scoring sheet for current applications. In a
general comment, Tim said that people are losing confidence in the
program and no longer see it as a catalyst for conservation. Eric and
Amy added that, although this particular conversation is about the
new scoring sheet, the deeper issue is lack of resources. At
conclusion of the discussion, Mason said that he would release the
new scoring sheet on Monday (October 18) and extend the
application deadline to mid-November.

Equity and transparency issues: Nicole remarked that the statute
already adequately addresses equity/distribution. Eric said that the
history of the program has led to expectations regarding the primacy
of acreage goals. Tim expressed concern that there are not enough
Highlands applications to justify available funding. Catherine,
reflecting on her experience as a deputy attorney general, said that
trouble awaits when the State becomes vulnerable to accusations of
inconsistency, unfairness, and lack of transparency. Mason
commented that lack of land inevitably stacks the deck against
conservation in cities; he also averred that the new scoring sheets
should encourage more applicants from municipalities in the future.
Tim added that broad climate change solutions occur regardless of
where the land is located. Walker remarked that urban municipalities
have little motivation to apply for OSWA funding because adequate
resources are not available.

Business

Preparation of Connecticut’s 2021-2025 Green Plan:
Review Table of Contents, Executive Summary, and overall

structure. Tabled
Decide on process to provide input. Tabled.
Review first chapter (the chapter after Executive Summary).

Tabled.
Miscellaneous. Nicole has no update on the hiring of Green

Plan staff. She hopes that approvals for other positions will result in
freeing up the time of existing staff members to work on the Plan.
Walker asked if the overlapping of Green Plan and SCORP
preparation presents an opportunity for added coherence. Karen



wondered at the intended audience of the Green Plan. Amy
suggested creation of a “more digestible” version for a broader
audience. Linda added that some “pithy quotes” would aid in creating
IRS justifications.

Revisions to OSWA and UGCG Program
Amy asked that members wanting to participate in a

subcommittee on program issues email her.

Public Comment
No comment

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned (with no motions) at 11:58 AM.

Respectfully submitted, Elanah Sherman, Secretary

Next meeting: FRIDAY, November 12, 2021, 10:30 AM – 12:00 PM


